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CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENTS in process technolo-

gy have made system-on-a-chip (SoC) design approach-

es attractive. Embedded-processor cores typically

constitute the cornerstones of such systems, enabling bet-

ter time to market, lower design cost, and easily repro-

grammable implementations. However, increased silicon

integration and ever-increasing clock frequencies have

led to proportional increases in power consumption.

Although power consumption is an increasingly

important characteristic in general-purpose processor

architectures, it is even more important in embedded-

processor architectures. In mobile applications, such as

handheld wireless devices, power consumption directly

affects the cost of ownership and, by limiting the product’s

spatial and temporal range, can severely undermine its

usability and acceptance. Consequently, techniques for

minimizing system power consumption are particularly

important for achieving high product quality.

Although researchers have promulgated several

power-saving techniques for general-purpose processor

architectures,1-4 the failure of these tech-

niques to exploit application-specific

information limits their success in specific

contexts, such as embedded applications.

The large volumes in embedded-proces-

sor production necessitate innovative

approaches, especially to surmount the

obstacles that power considerations pose

in diverse embedded-processor market

segments. To satisfy embedded processors’ more stringent

power requirements, power optimization techniques

need to exploit the one aspect that differentiates embed-

ded processors: advanced knowledge regarding their

application.

A typical SoC design has several embedded-proces-

sor cores, which are responsible for various parts of the

total system functionality. Each processor accesses an

on- or off-chip instruction memory containing the appli-

cation code. The processor typically accesses this mem-

ory every cycle to fetch the next executable instruction.

Therefore, the interaction between a processor and its

instruction memory significantly contributes to total

power consumption. Transferring addresses and data

along long interconnect buses consumes a significant

amount of power because of the bus lines’ high capac-

itance.5-7 Having the instruction memory off-chip (for

example, external flash memory) further aggravates this

effect, because of the significantly higher capacitance

of the bus lines going through the system I/O pins.
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We propose a technique for minimizing this significant

power overhead in processor memory communication.

Our technique is reprogrammable, enabling the design,

implementation, and manufacturing of a single chip while

allowing the appropriate microarchitectural customiza-

tions to drastically reduce power. This technique is an

application-specific dynamic customization for power

minimization in the instruction memory’s data bus.

Before storing code in the system’s instruction mem-

ory, we use our technique to analyze the application

code, focusing on the major application loops. Our

technique identifies simple, efficient transformations

for each bit position of the loop code, significantly

reducing the number of bit transitions in the resultant

sequence. The processor fetch unit restores each bus

line’s original bit sequence by applying these transfor-

mations. In contrast to previous compression tech-

niques, our technique delivers power reduction results

that are essentially independent of the particular input

values or their distributions.

This technique minimizes the total number of transi-

tions on each bit line of the data bus from the instruction

memory. Fundamentally, it uses application-specific

information to identify optimal power encoding. The

encoded instructions reside in memory, and the proces-

sor core receives information about the transformation,

either when loading the program or when running the

software. In the latter case, the program sends this infor-

mation to the core just before program execution enters

the targeted application hot spot (the looping code we

wish to optimize). The processor’s fetch module uses this

information to efficiently restore the original bit

sequence on each bus line. The hardware support is not

only cost-efficient; it is also reprogrammable, preserving

the processor core’s generality while applying the pro-

posed application-specific power-efficient encoding.

Motivation
All encoding approaches, whether for code com-

pression or power minimization, are fundamentally exer-

cises in code transformation. The ability to exploit

arbitrary transformations provides optimal results but

runs a sizable bill in terms of communicating the trans-

formation mapping—itself an avid consumer of band-

width, power, and storage. Bounding the communication

cost is possible by restricting the number of transforma-

tions, but potentially at the expense of reducing the ensu-

ing benefits. Statistical techniques, such as Huffman

encoding, rely on the assumption of an underlying

nonuniform distribution in the input space. As the input

size increases, this assumption becomes less reliable.

Instruction fetching, particularly in the face of frequent

branch instructions, further challenges such statistical

techniques, which frequently rely on operating in sizable

and variable-length chunks of input streams.

A straightforward attempt to ameliorate this set of

shortcomings involves applying the transformation tech-

niques to short code segments and continuously alter-

ing the transformation mapping as the program

execution traverses the segments. The system must pay

the price for this continuous transmission either through

transfers, thus degrading performance and power, or in

the form of predetermined and stored memory tables.

In either case, the considerable cost precludes this

approach’s practical use.

One way to make this cost more tolerable is to allow

only those mappings that are expressible as functional

transformations, because such mappings can be com-

municated far more economically. In that light, we

show that affirmative answers to the following questions

can provide the basis of an innovative, powerful tech-

nique for designing embedded processors with frugal

memory consumption in the instruction memory path:

� Is it possible to construct high-locality functional

mappings capable of dramatically reducing power

consumption?

� Is it possible to further restrict the number of func-

tional transformations in such codes and still attain

the theoretical maximum reductions?

� Are there appropriate hardware implementations

that enable reprogramming of the transformation

mapping expeditiously and inexpensively?

Affirmative answers to these questions enable drastic

savings in instruction memory communication at low

hardware costs. Not only can we restrict the number of

necessary functional transformations; with no signifi-

cant delays in the embedded-processor front end, we

can also effectively use frugal transformations that rely

on only a single, two-input logic gate and use a single

bit history. (That is, such transformations take as input

the currently received bit along with the previously

decoded one, to perform a mapping).

Operational overview
An application typically spends most of its execution

time on a few tight loops. A relatively short sequence of

instructions repeatedly executes as each instruction is

fetched from either instruction memory or an instruc-
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tion cache. Data bus transfers from instruction storage

cause many transitions on each bus line. Figure 1a gives

an example, showing a sequence of four instructions.

Fetching these instructions sequentially causes frequent

bit transitions on all bus lines.

Because power consumption is proportional to the

number of transitions for all bus lines, directly and inde-

pendently targeting the bit sequences corresponding to

the bus lines significantly affects total energy dissipation.

Figure 1b shows the vertical bit sequences targeted for

power encoding. This type of encoding independently

considers the bit streams associated with each bus.

For example, consider the leftmost bit line column

in Figure 1b. We can easily generate each bit by simply

applying inversion to the previous bit in the original bit

sequence. This rather simple transformation considers

only the predecessor bit’s original value. Therefore, the

instruction memory can easily store the 1010 sequence

as 1000, as Figure 1c shows. The latter has two fewer

transitions, delivering significant power savings.

The purpose of these transformations is to identify

any functional correlation between the original pattern

and a pattern with significantly fewer transitions.

Consequently, we can use the more power-efficient bit

sequence to store the instruction. Applying the trans-

formation upon receiving each bit from the encoded

sequence reveals the original bit value, thus restoring

the original instruction.

Because these power reductions occur in bus tran-

sitions on the bit line, we apply this technique to the

same bit line of a sequence of instructions vertically, as

Figure 1b shows. Each bit, or column in Figure 1b,

undergoes a distinct encoding analysis and consequent

transformation; there is no consideration of power

reduction across bits of a single instruction.

Transformation structure
Consider arbitrary bit sequence X = {…, xn+3, xn+2, …,

xn–3, …). We want to find alternative bit sequence
~
X = {…, 

~
xn+3,

~
xn+2, …,

~
xn−3,…} and transformation τ such

that the total number of bit flips in 
~
X is less than in X,

and  X = τ(
~
X ). The bit sequence length can be arbitrar-

ily long. Identifying a single transformation that maps
~
X

to X and providing the necessary hardware support

would permit restoration of the original bit sequence.

Therefore, to control the complexity of the transforma-

tions and their hardware support, we divide the initial

bit sequence into smaller blocks, for which we can use

power-efficient transformations with inexpensive hard-

ware support.

The next step in further restricting the total number

of possible transformations is to make the transforma-

tion capable of restoring the sequence one bit at a

time rather than decoding the sequence only upon

receiving a complete block. Although previous bits

can be buffered, future bits require fetching ahead,

unnecessarily complicating the pipeline. Transforma-

tion τ should be a function of the current bit and a

highly limited number, h, of history bits in the form of

xn = τ(~
xn, xn−1, …, xn−h). Although we could consider

transformations with various history lengths, we focus

here on transformations with a one-bit history, h = 1, and

with form xn = τ(~xn, xn−1). Given block size k, identifying

the optimal subset of transformations requires finding

transformation τ(~xn, xn−1) for every block word, such that

X = τ(
~
X ) and the number of bit transitions in 

~
X is mini-

mal. Therefore, this transformation must satisfy the fol-

lowing system of binary equations:

To find optimal transformation τ for all block words,

we must solve this system of equations with variable τ
for all 2k block words. To evaluate the global optimal

solution to this problem, we identify all 16 possible logic

transformations for blocks of up to 7 bits. Determination

of the optimal solution involves an algorithm that

exhaustively searches for the code word with a minimal

number of transitions, mapping the original block word

with one of the 16 possible transformations. Table 1

shows this transformation mapping for a 3-bit block. The

column denoted by transformation τ shows the analyt-

ical form of the selected transformations. The total num-

ber of transitions for the original block words is eight,

whereas there are only two transitions for the resulting

code words, thus achieving 75% bit transition reduction. 

Now consider the step of identifying the optimal

code word for a given block word—for instance, 010.

  

x x i k x x xn n n i n n i= ∀ ≤ =




+ + + −

~ ~
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Figure 1. Vertical instruction code transformation: a

sequence of four instructions (a), vertical bit sequences for

power encoding (b), and example low-power code

transformation on a vertical bit sequence (c).



Initially, we try to assign a code word with 0 transi-

tions—that is, 111 or 000. It is impossible to map the 111

code word to initial word 010 by using transformation

τ with the properties just specified, because doing so

would simply violate the first equation, xn =
~
xn. We can

map the 000 word to 010 only if transformation τ exists,

such that the equations defining it are satisfied. That is,

the middle 0 of possible code word 000 and the right-

most 0 of block word 010 produce the middle 1 of the

block word: τ(0, 0) = 1. At the same time, the left 0 of

the code word and the middle 1 of the block word

generate the left 0 of the block word: τ(0, 1) = 0.

Transformation τ(x, y) =y is such a transformation.

Consequently, we can obtain initial block word 010

from the more power-efficient code word, 000, by using

transformation τ(x, y)=y, effectively eliminating both

bit transitions associated with initial word 010. Further-

more, by using identity transformation τ(x, y) = x, we can

use the original value as a code word itself. The identity

transformation ensures that our method’s worst-case

transition behavior is never inferior to the original code.

These two simple examples illustrate how to gener-

ate the optimal code words, assuming the complete

gamut of transformations is possible.

Table 1 gives the detailed results for 3-bit

blocks. Table 2 gives the original and

reduced number of transitions for block

sizes of 2 to 7 bits.

Optimal codes with fewer
transformations

To further enhance our technique’s

practicality, we explore the sensitivity of

the power-savings function (Table 2 gives

the optimal form) to a restriction in the

space of possible transformations. We

proceed by identifying the optimal codes for blocks up

to 7 bits, with the additional constraint of also minimiz-

ing the number of transformations. This approach

reveals that a unique subset of only eight transforma-

tions always exists, and provides a solution identical to

the globally optimal but transformation-unrestricted

power encoding. It is noteworthy that this subset con-

tains the identical set of eight transformations for all

block sizes up to 7 bits. Using only eight transformations

does not affect encoding optimality and leads to high-

ly practical, power-efficient hardware support.

Table 3 gives the optimal power encoding for a 5-

bit block when we used only the set of eight transfor-

mations. Interestingly, this restriction did not affect the

achievement of global optimality. Observe that only

the following functions are used: identity, inversion,

XOR, XNOR, and NOR. The table shows only the first

half of the lexicographically ordered 5-bit strings. We

do not show the second half of the set (bit sequences

starting with 1) because the cases are completely

symmetrical.

This set of eight binary functions is fully sufficient

for identifying the optimal transformations for all block
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Table 1. Power-efficient transformations for 3-bit blocks.

Original bit Encoded bit No. of transitions No. of transitions 

sequence X sequence 
~
X Transformation τ Tx in X T~

X in 
~
X

000 000 x 0 0

001 111 x 1 0

010 000 y 2 0

011 011 x 1 1

100 100 x 1 1

101 111 y 2 0

110 000 x 1 0

111 111 x 0 0

Table 2. Transition improvements for various block sizes.

            No. of transitions             

Block size (bits) Original After transformation Improvement (%)

2 2 0 100

3 8 2 75.0

4 24 10 58.3

5 64 32 50.0

6 160 90 43.8

7 384 234 39.1



sizes up to 7 bits. Consequently, the control informa-

tion that the processor must store for selecting the

transformation decreases to 3 bits per block. The num-

ber of logic gates needed to implement the transfor-

mations decreases from 16 to eight, reducing decoder

sizes on the processor side for controlling the trans-

formation selection. Because the number of control

bits is fixed, the greater the block size is, the lower the

overhead.

The efficacy of power encoding depends on the

block size. Of course, this insensitivity of power savings

to the number of usable functional transformations is

likely to diminish as the block size increases because the

greater the block size is, the more constraints transfor-

mation τ must satisfy. For extremely long bit sequences,

finding any nonidentity transformation of the type just

described is often impossible because of conflicting

equations in defining the optimal transformations.

Selecting the appropriate block size is a tradeoff

between hardware area overhead and the solution’s

efficacy. Having longer blocks leads to lower hardware

overhead at the processor side, which must store the

information about the selected transformations. Of

course, the greater the block size is, the lower the trans-

formation’s efficacy, as Table 2 shows. The overall dis-

cussion here shows that block sizes of 5 and 6 bits

should receive primary consideration in processor

implementations of our technique.

Applying the power codes
In applying our technique on program memories, we

treat bit lines as independent streams. Each bitstream

splits into fixed-size blocks, and each block’s optimal

transformations pass to the special hardware support,

either during program load or by software before pro-

gram execution enters an application hot spot. The spe-

cial hardware support restores the original bit sequence.

Our technique applies the power encoding methodolo-

gy only for major application loops, which contribute

most of the program execution time and constitute a

small fraction of the total program code. Focusing on

only a tiny part of the application code reduces the

required size of the tables for storing the transformation

indices. This, in turn, keeps the hardware requirements

for our technique low. 

Figure 2 shows the design flow for our methodology.

After the compiler and linker generate original program

code, our methodology applies the low-power transfor-

mations on the application hot spots. The transformed

code goes to the instruction memory, from which the

processor fetches it. Specialized hardware support on

the processor side restores the original code.

We must also address the issue of bit transitions

across block boundaries. If blocks do not overlap, then

no improvement is possible on bit transitions across

block boundaries, because the transformations work

only within blocks. Overlapping blocks, on the other
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Table 3. Power-efficient transformations for 5-bit blocks.

Original bit Encoded bit No. of No. of 

sequence X sequence 
~
X Transformation τ transitions in X transitions in 

~
X

00000 00000 x 0 0

00001 11111 x 1 0

00010 11100 x 2 1

00011 00011 x 1 1

00100 00100 x 2 2

00101 01111 x ⊕ y 3 1

00110 11000 x 2 1

00111 00111 x 1 1

01000 11000 x ⊕ y 2 1

01001 00111 x∨y 3 1

01010 00000 y 4 0

01011 00011 x⊕ y 3 1

01100 01100 x 2 2

01101 10011 x 3 2

01110 10000 x 2 1

01111 01111 x 1 1



hand, impose an addi-

tional constraint on one of

the blocks, thus reducing

the transformations’ poten-

tial efficacy. Consequent-

ly, to minimize this

impact, we need only

consider an overlap with

one bit position. If, for

example, we fix the block

size at 4 bits, then

sequence X splits into two

blocks, X1 = (xn, xn–1, xn–2, xn–3) and X2 = (xn+3, xn+2, xn+1, xn),

with bit xn belonging to both groups. We would assign

transformations τ1 and τ2 to X1 and X2. This situation pre-

sents a single-bit overlap among the subsequent blocks,

along with the previous block’s encoding assignment

to the overlapped bit. These two factors force τ to use

the encoded bit value for both of its arguments in the

initial instance of the system equation defining τ. That

is, τ1 uses 
~
xn−3 instead of xn–3, and τ2 uses 

~
xn instead of xn.

Hardware support
The hardware support for implementing the pro-

posed low-power encoding technique must identify the

transformations associated with the current bit

sequences and apply them to restore the original pro-

gram opcodes. The program memory is loaded direct-

ly with the encoded application code and needs no

special hardware support. To perform instruction

decoding, the processor’s fetch unit must capture the

order in which the blocks arrive from the instruction

memory and assign a transformation to the currently

active blocks on all bus lines.

When the program executes across basic-block

boundaries—that is, for branch instructions—the code

transformation analysis procedure cannot consistently

know at compilation time which particular execution

path to follow. Therefore, a block considered for low-

power encoding cannot span basic-block boundaries.

Consequently, some encoded blocks that comprise the

final set of instructions from a basic block might be

incomplete. Such knowledge is necessary to switch to

the transformation for the bitstreams from the next exe-

cutable basic block. Furthermore, some application

basic blocks might have extremely low execution fre-

quencies or few instructions. It is preferable that such

infrequently used blocks remain intact in program mem-

ory without any transformation, thus avoiding the asso-

ciated hardware overhead. These basic blocks need

information so that the fetch engine can handle these

instructions without applying transformations (or equiv-

alently, so that the specialized hardware can use the iden-

tity transformation).

An important aspect in designing the hardware

architecture for supporting the proposed low-power cus-

tomization technique is achieving a reprogrammable

implementation. The architecture must use the appli-

cation-specific, low-power encoding—namely, the

sequence of transformations selected for the particular

application loop. Consequently, some mechanism is

necessary to transfer this information to the processor

core’s fetch engine before the application loop exe-

cutes. The support architecture should contain tables

with information about the low-power transformations

selected and their usage order.

There are two alternatives that serve as a possible solu-

tion. The first is to load the content of these tables with the

application code. This approach is particularly suitable

for firmware applications because their code changes

infrequently. The second alternative is to use software to

transfer the application-specific information. The tables

containing information about power transformations can

be accessible as special, peripheral-device memory. The

amount of necessary information is insignificant, because

it corresponds only to application hot spots. We can eas-

ily add such information to this memory by inserting a set

of instructions into the application code that will execute

just before the loop under consideration begins.

Architecture overview
Our implementation’s hardware architecture

includes two small tables. The transformation table (TT)

stores transformation indices associated with each

encoded block of bits from the instruction memory. An

entry in the TT contains the set of transformations for

the fixed-length bit sequences on all bus lines. We can

easily implement the TT as a small SRAM array with very
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few entries. A TT entry contains the control bits for

selecting the transformation associated with each bit

sequence. Because low-power encoding cannot span

the application loop’s basic blocks, our implementation

allocates an entry in the TT for each targeted block

word. The last TT entry for a particular basic block must

contain information about the length of the last targeted

bit sequence. The hardware structure asserts the end-

bit field (E) in the TT entry for entries corresponding to

the last block word in a given basic block. 

The final field, CT, is a counter corresponding to the

size of the last bit sequence. The hardware support

reads this field from the table only when the E field is

set. Once this entry is used, the counter’s value decre-

ments with each fetched and decoded instruction; a 0

indicates that the sequence of tail instructions for the

basic block has completed.

Fundamentally, the E bit is a delimiter that separates

the entries in the TT corresponding to an application

loop’s basic block. Once a basic block from the control

flow graph executes, information about the next exe-

cutable basic block is required. Specifically, an index

into the TT is necessary to identify the decoding trans-

formations for the subsequent block of instructions. The

basic block identification table (BBIT) serves this pur-

pose. The number of entries in this table corresponds to

the number of configuration basic blocks for the partic-

ular application loop. Each entry contains the starting

instruction’s program counter and an index that points

to the first entry in the TT for this basic block. When an

application loop’s basic block is complete, a lookup into

the BBIT produces the TT index for the next basic block.

The hardware overhead for our low-power encoding

technique is the size of the TT and BBIT arrays. The

number of BBIT entries is exactly the maximum num-

ber of basic blocks that the application loop’s configu-

ration can contain. Typically, this is a very small

number, in the range of 10. In terms of added power

consumption, a lookup into the BBIT occurs only at the

beginning of a basic block; given this array’s small size,

the overhead is insignificant.

The number of entries in the TT determines the total

number of instructions in the application loop that our

methodology can handle. Because an entry in the TT is

allocated per code block, the larger this block size is,

the fewer TT entries are needed. For example, if the low-

power code uses 7-bit sequences, then a 16-entry TT can

handle a total of 7 × 16 = 112 instructions—well beyond

the total number of instructions typically encountered

in embedded-application loops.

Experimental results
We measured our approach’s effectiveness by

observing the reduction of transitions on the data bus

to the instruction memory. We ran simulations using a

typical embedded-processor front end as the baseline

architecture. This simulated processor fetches and exe-

cutes instructions sequentially and individually. It fetch-

es the instructions from a storage location, possibly an

instruction cache or memory (the type of storage does

not affect the reduction of bit transitions). We used six

DSP or numerical-computation benchmarks that repre-

sent code frequently encountered in many embedded

products. We chose these six because they include fre-

quently executed loops that our technique can exploit:

� a matrix multiplication (mmul) of (100 × 100)-

element matrices;

� successive over-relaxation (sor)8 on a (256 × 256)-

element matrix;

� extrapolated Jacobi-iterative method (ej)9 on a 

(128 × 128)-entry grid;

� fast Fourier transform (fft) with a 256-bit sample

block size;

� tridiagonal system solver (tri) on a (128 × 128)-

element matrix; and

� lower/upper triangular matrix decomposition (lu)

algorithm on a (128 × 128)-element matrix.

We employed the SimpleScalar toolset,10 which uses

a MIPS-like instruction set architecture. We modified the

simulation tool so that we could evaluate the number

of transitions on all the lines of the instruction bus. Our

experiment evaluates these transitions for both the base-

line architecture and an architecture using our low-

power encoding methodology with a transformation

table of up to 16 entries. Table 4 gives the results for low-

power codes with block sizes ranging from 4 to 7 bits.

As Table 4 shows, the improvement is higher for

codes with shorter block sizes, consistent with our the-

oretical analysis. The improvements for the fft bench-

mark are significantly worse than those for the other

benchmarks, because this benchmark has several very-

short basic blocks within the major loop that contribute

significantly to the bit transition numbers.

Reductions in bit transitions range from 10% to 52%,

with average improvements of around 35% to 40% for

codes with 4- to 5-bit block sizes. As expected, the

improvements for codes with larger block sizes are

smaller; for codes with 6- and 7-bit blocks, the reduc-

tions range from around 20% to 25%.
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REDUCING TRANSITIONS on instruction memory buses

is of central importance in designing low-power embed-

ded systems and processors. Our technique is the first

to optimally reduce power by communicating applica-

tion-specific information. We plan to extend this tech-

nique by examining a wider class of transformations to

extract further power savings. �
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Table 4. Transition reduction results.

4-bit blocks             5-bit blocks             6-bit blocks            7-bit blocks      

Total no. of No. of No. of No. of No. of

transitions transitions Reduction transitions Reduction transitions Reduction transitions Reduction 

Benchmark (millions) (millions) (%) (millions) (%) (millions) (%) (millions) (%)

mmul 14.083 7.885 44.0 8.558 39.2 10.321 26.7 10.072 28.5

sor 3.289 1.832 44.3 2.285 30.5 2.129 35.3 2.629 20.1

ej 113.432 61.785 45.5 69.412 38.8 69.581 38.7 87.250 23.1

fft 0.194 0.154 20.6 0.160 17.5 0.168 13.4 0.194 0.0

tri 8.102 3.921 51.6 5.039 37.8 5.584 31.1 6.126 24.4

lu 63.819 42.965 32.7 48.761 23.6 51.620 19.1 57.821 9.4
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